Minutes openMDM SC Call 29.07.2021
Attendees
Angelika Wittek (Toolkit Manager)
Ulrich Bleicher (BMW)
Gert Sablon (Siemens)
Stefan Wartini (Müller BBM)
Christian Domrös (Peak Solutions)
Hans-Jörg Kremer (Peak Solutions)
Florian Schmitt (Atos)
Hans-Dirk Walter (Karakun AG) (Minutes)

Topics:
Anti Trust Policy Notice (Angelika)
Demo: Scenario based testing and openMDM (Christian Domrös, Peak Solution)
Peak presented "Scenario based testing based on openMDM" at a regular meeting of the automotive working groups.
ASAM - Scenario based testing study group (ADAS/AD testing)
ASAM ODS Associate standard for ADAS/AD application model
openMDM to create a (data-)repository for ADAS / AD
Important data from scenario description (based on openScenario) extracted and stored in openMDM model, scenario files with
complete scenario descriptions stored as attachment files => openMDM used as scenario catalogue
Regular meeting of Eclipse automotive working groups. Angelika will share invitation to next regular meeting with openMDM members.
Status about the Upcoming initiatives (from the last meeting minutes)
openMDM as ASAM ODS Associate Standard - Lead: Gert, supported by Stefan, Florian, Hans-Dirk
Shared application document for the ASAM project created, first contents generated.
Next step: Definition of use-cases
Events
Web-Event for Chinese enterprises - Lead: Hans-Jörg, supported by Michael and other WG members as required (Hans-Jörg
will return
with state and open tasks at the next SC Call)
First some preparation tasks have to be finished. Idea: first event spring 2022
ASAM OpenTEST - same team as for (a).
Case Studies
BMW - Uli
Hans-Jörg will ask MTU to contribute a case study
Hans-Jörg wants to ask MTU to explain how openMDM will be used in the future. But first a stakeholder meeting has
to took place before a final decision about openMDM 5 at MTU is taken. And afterwards, MTU might be willing to share
their ideas about their plans with openMDM.
Siemens and Müller BBM will think about their options for case studies.
Status Contracts
All contracts completed.
Next SC call: 22 Sep 2021 15:00 - 16:30 - additional topic: introduction of FDX and EXOKNOX as openMDM 5 application

